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Award-Winning Organic Cook Candia Lea Cole, Releases ‘Super Smoothies, 
Taste the Nectar of Life!’ in Digital and Video Formats for  Vegetarians and 

Whole Foods Lovers Alike 
 

City: St. Paul, Minnesota, April 21, 2013 ― In the 90’s, natural foods cook Candia Lea 
Cole’s original recipes and three whole foods cookbooks earned the acclaim of such 
prestigious publications as Woman’s World, Vegetarian Gourmet , Organic Gardening 
Almanac, the Boston Globe, and the International Cookbook Revue. Today, Cole re-releases 
her books Super Smoothies- Taste The Nectar of Life! On the on Vook (e-book) 
publishing platform.   
 

In the book, we discover some of the most uniquely delicious 
smoothies, with a dairy-free twist. Candia Lea Cole blends combinations of fresh and 
rehydrated fruits (or vegetables) with dairy free liquids. She then fortifies her drinks 
with nuts, seeds, pseudo-grains, medicinal spices, super food fortifiers, and natural 
flavorings.  
 
The exotically flavored drinks are identified in the book by colors of the rainbow, 
which the author suggests are a drinkable form of color therapy.  
 

• Meeting the body’s daily requirement for nutrients such as beta carotene is a 
pleasure when you can do it while enjoying smoothies such as Creamy 
Malaysian Sweet Potato, Luscious Butterscotch Yam, Enriched Carrot Nugget, 
or Apricot Almond Orange.  

• Vegetarian body-builders who want to build lean, strong bodies without relying 
on commercial protein powders (which contain stale, oxidized ingredients) will 



thrive on choices such as Maple Banana Amaranth, Frosty Apple Cinnamon 
Swirl, Figgy Cranapple Nut, and Kiwi Fruit Cocktail.  

 
Candia’s smoothie collection, she says, offers to be a great addition to any over-
processed diet that has been lacking in nutrients or loaded with food toxins such as 
fake sugars and flavors. “I’ve designed the recipes in my book to simultaneously 
nourish and cleanse the body. In today’s eco-challenged times, our human eco-
systems are exposed to a lot of pollutants that accumulate in our biology and make us 
feel sluggish. Smoothies give us a way to revive our energy!”             
 
She adds:” Served warm or chilled, my four-season recipes to inspire a romantic 
connection to nature’s orchards, gardens and fields, wherefrom your inspiration for 
creative recipe making offers to originate!”  
 
 To purchase the book:  
 
Super Smoothies: Taste the Nectar of Life  
192 pages 6 x 9  
Editions, © 1993, 1996, 2013 
www.store.vook.com   

Also available at: www.ecointelligenteating.com (Book in video format)  

Candia Lea Cole can be reached at: clcole@comcast.net  
 

Praise for the Book  
 
“Out of her own food sensitivities and her belief that plant foods play a vital role in creating health,  
Candia Lea Cole is creating a body of work that is truly original, with new techniques and 
combinations that just happen to accord with some of the newest health findings. Providing much 
useful information about her ingredients, -some of which may be new to you, and written in a style 
bubbling over with enthusiasm, these smoothies provide good health, satisfying food taste, and most 
take only minutes to make.” -Grace Kirschenbaum, World of Cookbooks 
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